We consider automatic verification of finite state concurrent programs. The global state graph of such a program can be viewed as a finite (Kripke) structure, and a model checking algorithm can be given for determining if a given structure is a model of a specification expressed in a propositional temporal logic. In this paper, we present a unified approach for efficient model checking under a broad class of generalized fairness constraints in a branching time framework extending that of Clarke et al. (1983). Our method applies to any type of fairness expressed in a certain canonical form. Almost all 'practical' types of fairness from the literature, including the fundamental notions of impartiality, weak fairness, and strong fairness, can be succinctly written in our canonical form. Moreover, our branching time approach can easily be adapted to handle types of fairness (such as fair reachability of a predicate) which cannot even be expressed in a linear temporal logic. We go on to argue that branching time logic is always better than linear time logic for mode1 checking. We show that given any model checking algorithm for any system of linear time logic (in particular, for the usual system of linear time logic) there is a model checking algorithm of the same order of complexity (in both the structure and formula size) for the corresponding full branching time logic which trivially subsumes the linear time logic in expressive power (in particular, for the system of full branching time logic CTL*). We also consider an application of our work to the theory of finite automata on infinite strings.
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Introduction
It is a point of continuing controversy in the concurrency community as to whether branching time or linear time temporal logic is more appropriate for reasoning about concurrent programs (cf. [17, 10, 281) . In linear time logic, temporal operators are provided for describing events along a single future, although when a linear formula is used for program specification there is usually an implicit universal quantijication over all possible futures. Commonly used linear time operators include Fp ("sometimes p"), Gp ("always p"), Xp ("nexttime p"), and [p U q] ("p until 4"). In contrast, in branching time logic the operators usually reflect the branching nature of time by allowing explicit quantification over possible futures. The basic modalities of these logics are generally of the form: either A ("for UN futures") or E ("for some future") followed by a combination of the usual linear time operators F, G, X, and U. One argument presented by the supporters of branching time logic is that it offers the ability to reason about existential properties of concurrent programs (e.g., potential for deadlock along some future) in addition to universal properties (e.g., inevitability of service along all futures). Another advantage cited for branching time logic over linear time logic concerns the complexity of automatic verification for finite state concurrent programs. The global state graph of such a program can be viewed as a finite (Kripke) structure, and a model checking algorithm can be given for determining if a given structure is a model of a specification expressed in a propositional temporal logic. Provided that the algorithm is efficient, this approach is potentially of wide applicability since a large class of concurrent programming problems have finite state solutions, and the interesting properties of many such systems can be specified in a propositional temporal logic. For example, many network communication protocols (e.g., the Alternating Bit Protocol [3]) can be modeled at some level of abstraction by a finite state system.
For the branching time logic CTL (which has basic modalities of the form: A or E followed by a single occurrence of F, G, X, or U), Clarke, Emerson, and Sistla [5] give an algorithm that runs in time O((M( IpI) which is linear in both the size of the input structure M and the length of the specification formula p; hence, this branching time approach is readily mechanizable. In contrast, the model checking problem formulated for linear time logic is known [34] to be PSPACE-complete.
On the other hand, we are frequently interested only in correctness along fair computation sequences. Roughly speaking, a fairness condition asserts that an event (e.g., execution of a step of a particular process) which is enabled 'sufficiently often' will eventually be performed.' Fairness has been widely studied in the literature (see for example [25, 17, 18, 131) because appropriate fairness assumptions are often crucial to establishing that a program meets a certain liveness property such as absence of starvation. Unfortunately, while fairness is readily handled in linear temporal logic, it is known (cf. [17, lo] ) that the branching time logic CTL used in [5] does not permit reasoning under fairness assumptions. A partial remedy to this problem is given in [ 51 by incorporating semantic restrictions on path quantification into the underlying structure, but it does not handle, e.g., strong fairness.
In a recent paper, Lichtenstein and Pnueli [ 191 suggest that efficient-inpructicemodel checking algorithms exist for linear time logic as well. By forming the cross product of the input structure M with the tableau for testing satisfiability of the linear time formula p, they develop an algorithm for model checking linear time specifications that runs in time O(]Mj exp()p))) which is linear in the structure size but exponential in the formula length. They then claim that, in practice, the ' Our model of concurrency is the usual one where concurrent execution of a system of processes is modelled as the nondeterministic interleaving of atomic steps of the individual processes. specification is relatively small while the structure can be quite large. Thus, the argument goes, it is the small polynomial complexity in the size of the structure which really matters. They conclude that linear time logic is at least as good as branching time logic for model checking, and may be better because of its superior expressiveness which, in particular, allows reasoning about types of fairness not handled by [5] .
In this paper, we present a model checking algorithm which permits efficient model checking in a branching time framework under any one of a broad class of generalized fairness assumptions (including, among others, strong fairness). In particular, we consider the Model Checking Problem (FMCP) for Fair Computation Tree Logic (FCTL). An FCTL specification ( p,, , Oo) consists of a functional assertion p0 and an underlying fairness assumption QiO. The functional assertion p0 is expressed in essentially CTL syntax with basic modalities of the form either A@ ("for all fair paths"), or EQ ("for some fair path") followed by one of the linear time operators Fp ("sometimes p"), Gp ("always p"), Xp ("nexttime p"), or [p U q] ("p holds until q becomes true"). All path quantifiers are thus relativized to the underlying fairness assumption Q0 specified by a$ arbitrary boolean combiriation of the infinitary linear time temporal operators Fp ("infinitely often p") and FGp ("almost everywhere p").
To develop our FMCP algorithm, we will first argue that FMCP can be reduced in time linear in the length of the functional assertion p0 to the Fair State Problem (FSP): Starting from which states does there exist some path along which @,, holds? Our reduction applies for any fairness specification Q0 involving an arbitrary boolean combination of the F, FG operators as above. We then show that when Qpo is in the special canonical form Vy=, r\yL, (Gp, v ?Fqii), then FSP can be solved in time O(lMI 1&f) which is linear in the size of the input structure M and quadratic in the length of the fairness specification QO. While any 0,, can be translated into an equivalent 0; in canonical form, the translation can cause an exponential increase in length (resulting in an exponential time solution to the original instance of FMCP). However, it turns out that almost all 'practical' types of fairness considered in the literature including impartiality [ 181, weak fairness [ 171, strong fairness [ 171, fair reachability of predicates [31] , state fairness [27] , as well as the technical notion of 'limited looping' fairness [l] can be directly specified using a canonical QO. Hence, in practice, the fairness specification o0 is in canonical form, and we can do model checking for a corresponding FCTL specification ( po, Qo) on structure M efficiently in time 0( 1 MI lpol I Qo12), w IC h' h . IS I inear in the size of the input structure and functional assertion and quadratic in the size of the fairness constraint.
On the other hand, we are able to classify the complexity of FSP and FMCP for an arbitrary Qo: they are NP-complete.
We believe that this work offers a convincing refutation to the (apparently) popular misconception that fairness cannot be handled practically and efficiently in branching time temporal logic (cf. [17, lo] It is still true, however, that there are correctness properties not involving fairness which are expressible in linear temporal logic, but not expressible in the FCTL formalism, so that one might still think that linear time logic is preferable to branching time logic for some applications.
Nonetheless, we can now argue that branching time logic is always better than linear time logic for model checking: We show that given a model checking algorithm for a system of linear time logic (in particular, for the usual system of linear time logic over F, G, X, and U), there is a model checking algorithm of the same order of complexity (in both the structure and formula size) for the corresponding full branching time logic which trivially subsumes the linear time logic in expressive power (in particular, for the system of full branching time logic CTL* in which the basic modalities are of the form: A or E followed by an unrestricted formula of linear time logic over F, G, X, and U). We demonstrate that handling explicit path quantifiers and even nested path quantifiers costs (essentially) nothing. Thus, there is no reason to restrict oneself to linear time logic. Use instead the corresponding full branching time logic for the same cost. We go on to show that the formalism of FCTL can be extended to a Generalized Fair Computation Tree Logic (GFCTL). GFCTL is a branching time system which generalizes FCTL by allowing each path quantifier to be relativized to its own (in general, distinct) fairness constraint @i* Its model checking problem is also efficiently decidable provided that each @i is in the canonical form. In a basic modality of a branching time logic, the linear time formula following the path quantifier is a 'pure' linear time formula involving no nested path quantifiers.) It turns out that the relationship between the structural complexity of the basic modalities and the computational complexity of the associated model checking problem is a rather subtle one. For example, the infinitary operators ?p and 2~ used in describing fairness properties, which are often thought of as causing all sorts of problems with discontinuities and nondefinability in first order arithmetic, etc. (cf. [7, 14] ), can actually simplify the problem of model checking. These matters are discussed in greater detail in the conclusion.
Finally, we consider an application of our algorithm for FSP to the theory of finite automata on infinite strings (o-fa) [33] The utility of the model checking approach to verification is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the syntax and semantics of our temporal languages. Section 4 describes how to do efficient model checking in the branching time FCTL system whenever the fairness constraint Do is in canonical form, and analyzes the complexity of the general case where Q. is arbitrary. In Section 5 a variety of types of practical fairness are defined and canonically specified, and an example application of FMCP to a concurrent programming problem is given. Section 6 gives the reduction of the model checking problem for full branching time logic to that for the corresponding linear time logic, while in Section 7 we show how this reduction can be applied to extend the model checking algorithm for FCTL to GFCTL. Section 8 describes how one may apply the algorithm for FSP to testing nonemptiness of finite automata on infinite strings. Finally, some concluding remarks are made in Section 9.
Advantages of the model checking approach to verification
Numerous approaches to reasoning about correctness of concurrent programs have been proposed in the literature. Most of these approaches can be partitioned into one of two categories:
(1) Formal systems designed with mathematical elegance as the primary motivation. Unfortunately, the designers of such systems usually pay little attention to pragmatic issues and the resulting systems are often of little practical use in proving actual (or even toy) programs correct.
(2) Systems (or methodologies) designed with practical utility as the primary motivation.
Papers in this category generally illustrate the proposed method by applying it to establish correctness for a number of example programs in an effort to convince the reader of the usefulness of the approach. Unfortunately, such systems often lack the underlying mathematical framework necessary to provide a clear-cut characterization of their range of applicability (i.e., to what class of concurrent programs does the method apply). Moreover, in some of these systems even the underlying specification language (or formalism) lacks a syntax and semantics that is mathematically well-defined. In such cases it is out of the question to consider formal justifications of the methods' adequacy and utility (e.g., soundness, deductive completeness, expressive completeness, etc.).
We would argue that our model checking approach transcends this dichotomy, and enjoys many of the best features of both categories. From a formal standpoint, the model checking approach exhibits a certain elegance: the method is applicable to a well-defined class of concurrent programs, the finite state programs. The specification language, (an appropriately chosen, particular system of) propositional temporal logic, has a precise syntax and rigorously well-defined semantics. Over finite state concurrent programs, our model checking algorithm trivially ensures that the proof method is sound and complete.
Empirical evidence demonstrates that model checking also has considerable potential as a practical verification tool. In particular, the model checking method as described in [5] has actually been implemented. The implemented EMC (Extended Model Checker) system described there has been used to mechanically verify the correctness of, e.g., the mutual exclusion example program previously proved correct by hand in [24] . It has also been successfully applied to the verification of VLSI circuits. In [6] it is described how the EMC system was used to detect an error in a circuit from Mead and Conway's VLSI text [21] and also to verify that an amended circuit was correct. Finally, we point out that the large size of the state graph encountered in certain applications need not present an insurmountable obstacle. For example, methods based on graph reachability analysis similar to our model checking algorithm have been successfully used to mechanically verify network protocols with large state spaces for European telecommunications companies ( [23] ; cf. [2]). We believe that our model checking algorithm, because of its low complexity, may also be suitable for similar applications.
Syntax and semantics of temporal logics
We inductively define a class of state formulae, which are true or false of states (intuitively corresponding to branching time logic) and a class of path formulae which are true or false of paths (intuitively corresponding to linear time logic): We now formally define the semantics of temporal logic formulae. A prestructure M is a triple (S, R, L) where -S is a nonempty set of states, -R is a nonempty binary relation on S, and -L is a labelZing which assigns to each state a set of atomic propositions true in the state.
We say that the binary relation R is tota iff for each s E S, there exists t E S such that (s, t) E R, and that a prestructure M = (S, R, L) is a structure provided that R is total. The semantics of a temporal logic formula is then defined with respect to a structure M. The size of a (pre)structure M = (S, R, L), written IMI, is defined to be ISI + I RI, i.e., the sum of the number of states in S and the number of transitions in R. A fullpath (sOI s, , s2, . . .) is an infinite sequence of states such that ( si, si+,) E R for all i. We write M, s 'F p (M, x k p) to mean that state formula p (path formula p) is true in structure M at state s (of path x, respectively). When M is understood, we write simply s kp (xl=p). We define I= inductively using the convention that x=(srJ,s1,s2,..
.) denotes a fullpath and xi denotes the suffix fullpath
Csi, si+l 9 si+2, * * -1:
Sl. s t P iff P E L(s), for any atomic proposition P. S2. We say that state formula p is valid, and write l=p, if for every structure M and every state s in A4 we have M, si=p. We say that state formula p is satisfiable if for some structure M and some state s in A4 we have M, sl=p. In this case we also say that M defines a model of p. We define validity and satisfiability similarly for path (i.e., linear time) formulae.
The set of path formulae generated by rules Sl, Pl, P2, and P3 (the set of 'pure' path formulae which contain no path quantifiers A or E) forms the usual language of linear time logic. The set of state formulae generated by all the above rules forms the language CTL*. The language CTL is the subset of CTL* where only a single linear time operator (F, G, X, or U) can follow a path quantifier (A or E) (cf. ro, 101).
We next define FCTL (Fair CTL). An FCTL specification ( pO, @,) consists of a functional assertion pO, which is a state formula, and an underlying fairness assumptions 0,,, which is a pure path formula. The functional assertion p0 is expressed in essentially CTL syntax with basic modalities of the form either A@ ("for all fair paths") or E@ ("for some fair path") followed by one of the linear time operators F, G, X, or U. We subscript the path quantifiers with the symbol @ to emphasize that they range over paths meeting the fairness constraint @,,, and to syntactically distinguish FCTL from CTL. A fa$ess constraint @,-, is a boomlean combination of the infinitary linear time operators F ("infinitely often") and G ("almost always"), applied to propositional arguments. We can then view a subformula such as A*FP of functional assertion p0 as an abbreviation for the CTL* formula A[@,+FP]. Similarly, E@GP abbreviates EIGPoh GP]. Note that all path quantijers in the functional assertion are relativized to the same (single) underlying fairness constraint c&,. If we were to expand the abbreviations for Em and A* in a functional assertion, the resulting CTL* formula might be rather unwieldy due to the need to repeatedly write down multiple copies of the actual fairness formula @a. Thus, when we mention the length of pO, we refer to the unexpanded formula.
Formally, we define the class of FCTL functional assertions as follows:
FAl. Any atomic proposition P is a functional assertion. We now define the semantics of an FCTL specification (p,,, QO). The fairness constraint @,, is a CTL* path formula, in a restricted syntax specialized to describing fairness properties, so that M, x b @, is defined by the rules Sl, Pl, P2, P3. The functional assertion pO is an abbreviation for a CTL* state formula p: obtained by expanding the E@. . . abbreviations as E[ &, A -* -1. T ec h nically, the translation (i.e., expansion) t is defined as follows: -P' = P for any atomic proposition P, -(p A q)l = p' A q' for functional assertions p, q, -(ip)' = ip' for functional assertion p, We can also define a Generalized Fair Computation Tree Logic (GFCTL) where each path quantifier A or E is associated with a (possibly) different fairness specification Qii. Moreover, the arguments to the "F and 6 operators can be generalized to be arbitrary GFCTL subformulae.
Formally, we define GFCTL as the set of state formulae generated by rules Sl-S3 above together with the set of path formulae generated by rules GFl-2, GPl below:
GFl. If p is a state formula, then ?p is a fairness formula. GF2. If @, , CD2 are fairness formulae, then so are @i A Qpz and 10,.
GPl. If @i is a fairness formula and p, q are state formula, then each of
is a path formula.
We can then write A[
Since each GFCTL formula is also a CTL* formula, GFCTL inherits its semantics directly from the rules for CTL*. As we shall see in Section 7, the model checking algorithm for FCTL can be extended to GFCTL.
Model checking for fair computation tree logic
The Model Checking Problem for FCTL (FMCP) is: Given a structure M = (S, R, L), and an FCTL specification ( po, Go), determine for each state s E S whether M, s +%po. The Fair State Problem (FSP) is: Given a structure M = (S, Z?, L), and a fairness constraint 00, determine for each state s E S whether there is a fullpath x in M starting at s such that M, xt= @,. 
Reduction of FMCP to FSP
Proof. See Appendix. lZl
The reduction algorithm, AFMCP, is shown in Fig. 1 . The algorithm operates in stages, doing stage 1, stage 2,. . . etc. In stage i, it computes the truth value at all states in M for subformulae of length i using the truth values of shorter subformulae which were computed in previous stages. We assume that AFMCP calls AFSP which is an algorithm for FSP that runs in time T,(M, @,,). Proof. To establish correctness, we argue by induction on i that by the end of stage i, The basis case i = 0 holds because the formulae of length 0 are the atomic proposition which are already correctly labelled by the definition of a structure. We assume that (*) holds for all j < i, and argue that (*) holds for i as well. The argument proceeds in cases based on the structure off:
s+aOf). (*)
For f= lp, by induction hypothesis we know that for each state s, L(s) contains p iff p is true at s; hence, we add lp iff p is absent. Similarly, forf=p A q, we add p A q to the label exactly when p and q are already present.
For f = E@Xp, we add E@Xp to L(s) iff there is an R-successor t of s with E,Xtrue, p E t(t)
as required by equivalence (1) of Proposition 4.2 above.
For f= E&J U q) we use equivalence (2) of Proposition 4.2. We first compute in EU the set of all states already labelled with q and E@Xfrue. Each of these states satisfies q, by induction hypothesis, and is the start state of a fair path. Each obviously satisfies E@(p U q) which is added to the state's label. We then use the while loop to compute the states to which the E,( p U q) label should be propagated. In general, ECJ = the set of states already labelled with E,( p U q) for which we have not yet propagated E&J U q) to its predecessors. We remove a state t from ElJ, and for each R-predecessor s of t such that p E label(s), and E&p U q) ti L(s) already, we add E,( p U q) to L(s) and s to EU. Plainly, each state thus labelled with E,( p U q) satisfies E,( p U q).
Conversely, if so satisfies E&J U q), then there is a fullpath (so, si, s2,. . .) and a least k 3 0 such that for each j, 0 d j < S p holds of Sj and q, E@Xtrne hold at sk. Thus sk will be put in EU initially and labelled with E&p U q), and if k > 0, each of Sk-,,..., so will be added to EU and labelled with E@(p U q) subsequently by the while loop.
For f=E,[i(p U q)], the algorithm exploits equivalence (3) above:
By induction hypothesis, the states are already labelled appropriately with p and q. This labelling is extended to lp, lq, and lp A lq. Then we check for E*[-rq U (lp A lq)] using statement 3.5.
To check for E@G(lq), we let M' be the substructure of M obtained by deleting all states where q holds. Then E@G(-rq) holds at a state s iff there is a finite path from s to a fair state t in M'. Detection of fair states is done by the algorithm AFSP.
We now analyze the complexity of AFMCP.
Step 1 ObxWfI, TAM, @o))).
Thus step 3 requires time O(l pal -max(JMI, T,(M, Qo))), as does the entire algorithm.
•i
Eficient algorithm for fair state problem
We will now develop an efficient algorithm for FSP when Go is in the (restricted) canonical form Q. = /\b, (%pi v 6qi). AS shown in the next subsection this will actually yield an efficient algorith? for FSP (and hence FMCP) when Go is in the (fill) canonical form Vz, r\y:, (Fpi, v zq,) .
The first step is detection of fair components. Given a total, strongly connected structure C = (S, R, L), where S is finite, and a fairness constraint Qi, = r\F=, @pi v &I~), we check if C is fair w.r.t. QO as follows: if there is a fullpath in C satisfying all the ?pi, then C is fair; otherwise, there is some pj which is never true at any state in C. In this case C is fair iff the substructure obtained from C by deleting all states which do not satisfy q contains a component that is fair w.r.t. the fairness constraint resulting from deleting the jth conjunct of Q&, . The algorithm AFC described in Fig. 2 is a for k < n, and prove it for either at statement (6) or Case 1: AFC returns true at statement (6). By induction hypothesis, at least one of the total, strongly connected components in C' is fair w.r.t. @jc call it D. Since D is contained in C' and every state of C' satisfies s, every path in D satisfies Gqi. Hence D is also a fair component w.r.t. to Go. Hence C itself is a fair component w.r.t. to GO.
Case 2: AFC returns true at statement 8. In this case, Vi E [ 1, n] some state in C satisfies pi. Hence any cycle in C which includes all states of C defines a fair path w.r.t. Q0 (because C is strongly connected, there exists at least one such cycle). Let x be one such cycle; it is obvious that M, x + Go. Hence C is a fair component.
[Only if part]: Assume that C is a fair component, we prove that AFC will return true either at statement 6 or at statement 8. (The following argument is essentially the reverse of the previous proof.)
Case 1: Vje [l, n](Bs E S(C, sbaO,pi)). In this case the condition of statement 5 is always false. Hence the program will terminate at statement 8.
Case 2: 3jE [l, n](Vs E S( C, sk=,lpj)). Let i be the smallest integer such that Vs E S( C, s kaOlpi)< Since C is fair, C contains some fair cycle x w.r.t. QO. Every state on x must satisfy qi. Hence x must be included in some total, strongly connected component D of C'. By induction hypothesis, AFC(D, @h) will return true, and so will AFC( C, @J.
To analyze the complexity, let T(m, n, k) denote the complexity of AFC where m=ICI, n=I@& and k = the number of conjuncts of @,,. Let X = {Di, . . . , 4) be the set of total, strongly connected components of C'. If we let di denote IDi], then cf=, di s IC'I s m. Clearly, T( m, n, 0) = 0( 1) since the program AFC returns true immediately. Note that for any recursive call each statement in AFC can be executed at most k times. Furthermore, the compound statement beginning at 5 can be executed at most once (because it always returns control to the caller). Hence we have the following recurrence relation: Since k is O(n) we get that T( m, n, k) = O( m -n'). 0 and is added to S'. Thus every state placed in S' satisfies E*Xtrue. Conversely, if state so satisfies E@Xtrue there exists some infinite fullpath x = (so, . . . , Sk, sk+l, . . .) such that every state si, i z k, appears infinitely often along x. Each of these states Si lie in the same total strongly connected component of M which will be identified as a fair component.
Thus each Si will be added to S'. Since, so can reach Sk, the while loop will add so to S' as well. Thus, the program returns exactly the set of states S' that satisfy E*Xtrue. 
Complexity of the general case
We show, in this subsection, that FSP (and hence also FMCP) is NP-complete for general fairness specification QO.
Theorem 4.7. FSP is NP-complete.
Proof. [NP-hardness]: We will reduce 3-SAT to FSP, with fairness constraint of the form A y=, (&pi v ZTqi). Given a formula g in 3-CNF with n variables and m factors, we show how to construct, in polynomial time, a structure M = (S, R, L) with a designated state s E S, and a fairness constraint @,, such that there is a fullpath z in M starting from s and M, ZC @,, iff g is satisfiable.
Let x,,x2 ,..., x, and C,,C, ,..., C,,, be the variables and factors of g (i.e. g=Ay=, Ci), where Ci=lilVli2VIi3 for laicm, and &=xk or lxk for SOme ke Lnl. 'rake AP={p,,p2,...,p,,q,,q2,..., It is quite clear that the above construction can be done in polynomial time. We claim that g is satisfiable iff there is some path z in A4 starting from s such that A4, z + oO. Proof of the claim is given in the appendix.
[Membership]: It has already been shown in [34] that the model checking problem for linear time temporal logic with F and G operators can be solved in NP-time. Hence FSP is in NP. 0 Remark. In [34] it was shown that, in effect, FSP for Go any arbitrary linear time formula over F, G is NP-complete. For FSP with @,, of the type we construct, membership in NP follows since our language of fairness znstraints mayie viewed as a sublanguage of linear time logic by the equivalences Fp = GFp and Gp = FGp. But NP-hardness for Qp, of our type does nor follow from the proof in [34] . That proof involved a different reduction to a formula Fp, A --* A Fpn. Because Fp is not expressible in our @,, language, such an argument cannot be applied. Since our Q0 language has more restricted syntax, its decision problem might be easier. Our NP-hardness argument shows that this is not the case. 
Fairness notions
We can succinctly express the following fairness notions in our canonical form (using a liberal interpretation of the meanings of atomic propositions):
(1) Impartiality [IS] : An infinite computation sequence is impartial iff every process is executed infinitely often during the computation. This notion can be expressed as r\y=, (~executedi), where executed, is a proposition which asserts that process i is being executed.
(2) Weak fairness [17] (also known as justice [IS]): An infinite computation sequence is weakly fair iff every process enabled almost everywhere is executed infinitely often. The following FCTL formulae express weak fairness: i=l i=l (4) Generalizedfairness [13] : Note that we can replace the propositions executed, and enabledi by an ordinary propositions so that we can reason not only about, say, strong fairness w.r.t. process enabling and execution but also strong fairness w.r.t. the occurrence of any propositional properties. This is the idea behind generalized fairness. Let S=((P,, Qr), (Pz, Q2), . . . , ( Pk, Qk)) be a finite list of pairs of propositions (where we think of each proposition as representing an arbitrary state or transition property). Then we can expres; th%t a czmputation is unconditionally g-fair by At=, FQ, weakly g-fair by Ai=, (GPiJFQ,), and strongly Ffair by r\F=i (FPiJFQi).
In the sequel, let M = (S, R, L) be a structure, s a state in S with successcors fl,..., n, t and x=(sO, sl, s2, . . .) be a full computation path in M. (5) State fairness [27] (also called fair choice from states [31] ): We say that an infinite computation x is state fair for state s provided that if s appears infinitely often along x, then every transition (s, t) in M out of s also appears infinitely often along x. We say that x is state fair iff it is state fair for all s in M. Using a suggestive interpretation of atomic propositions, we can express state fairness in canonical form. Considering the structure M as finite state concurrent system, an arc (s, t) along a computation x in M may be viewed as a computation step which takes the system from state s to state t. Let at(s) denote that the system is at state s, and in(s, t) denote that the system is performing a transition from state s to state t. Thus we can express state fairness for s in M as r\(S,,jER @at(s)JFin(s, t)).
(6) 'Limited looping' fairness [l] : We say that fullpath x is limited looping fair for states provided that ifs occurs infinitely often along x, then each state t accessible from s in M also occurs infinitely often along x. We say that x is limited looping fair iff x is limited looping fair for all states s in M. Let r(s) denote the set of all states t reachable from s in M. Then a computation is limited looping fair for s iff A ,srcsj (~ar(s)~~ar(r))r)) holds along it. Similarly, AcS,,jER (?at(s)JFat(t)) means limited looping fair.
(7) Fair rechability of predicate P [31] : We say that a computation x is fair w.r. t. reachability ofpredicate P provided that if there are infinitely many states s occurring along x from which a state satisfying proposition P is reachable, then there are infinitely many states t along x which themselves satisfy P. This can be formulated as FEFP&+.* It is worth pointing out that, despite the seeming complexity of the state fairness and limited looping fairness specifications, they exhibit several nice properties which simplify our model checking algorithm. In fact, we do not even have to explicitly express these fairness constraints, and can still do model checking correctly and efficiently. We should also point out that our method can be used to perform model checking for the probabilistic branching temporal logic PT'Lr of [15] interpreted over finite * Here EFP is a formula of ordinary CTL. Technically speaking, it is not a propositional formula, but it is straightforward to extend our method to allow it as a 'primitive argument' in fairness specifications; simply compute all states from which P is reachable and label them appropriately with EFP or TEFP, before applying the algorithm for FSP. Alternatively, this fairness specification can be directly expressed as a fairness formula of GFCTL. See Section 7.
Markov chains. The syntax of PTL/ is very similar to FCTL but an assertion such as A,Fp means intuitively that p will eventually hold with probability one. We can define a simple translation from PTLr into FCTL such that a PTLr formula holds in a finite Markov chain iff the corresponding FCTL formula holds in the chain viewed as a structure, provided that the underlying fairness assumption is state fairness.
Remark. There was a technical fine point glossed over in our rendering of the fairness properties above. Whereas the enabling condition for performing a step of process i is properly viewed as a predicate on states (i.e. nodes), the actual execution of the step is more naturally modeled as transition (i.e. traversal of an arc).
To allow a precise differentiation between excecution of transition actions and enabling of state conditions, we can extend the semantics of FCTL so that a structure M = (S, A,, AZ,. . . , Ap, L) where Ai E S x S represents (the atomic actions of) process i, and where we think of each arc (si , s2) E A = A, u --. u Ap as being labeled with the set {i: (s, , s2) E Ai} of processes which can cause a transition from state s1 to state s2. We can now extend the fairness specifications to allow atomic arc asszrtions: executed, hold at ( s1 , s2) iff (si , s2) E Ai. The fairness specifications such as FenabZedi~~executedi can thus be given a rigorous definition. It is straightforward to formalize this approach and to extend our efficient model checking algorithm to the extended semantics, but the details are tedious. Alternatively, we can encode the extended semantics with arc labels into the original semantic framework of only having state labels through 'duplication' of states as is done in [26] .
Example: Mutual exclusion problem
We illustrate our efficient model checking algorithm by considering a solution to the mutual exclusion problem for two processes Pi and P2. In the solution each process is always in exactly one of the three code regions: Ari, the Noncritical region, K, the Trying region, or Ci, the Critical region. A global state transition graph is given in Fig. 5(a) . Note that we only record transitions between different regions of code; internal moves within the same region are not considered.
To establish absence of starvation, we must show that TJA,DFC~ for each process i. Note that this solution is not starvation free under an unfair scheduler, nor is it starvation free under weak fairness. For example, the infinite execution sequence x=(~o,~1,~4,~7,s1,s4,~7,...) is a weakly fair path but along this path process 1 never enters its critical region even though it is almost always in its trying region. However, we will show that the solution is indeed starvation free under the strong fairness assumption Go = (,~enabZed,jmFexecuted,)A("Fen~b~e~~~~executed,). Without loss of generality, we only consider the starvation free property for process 1: pO = A@G(l7'i v A@FC,). The states of the global transition graph will be labeled with subformulae of p,, during execution of model checking algorithm. On termination every state will be labeled with -rT, v A*FC,, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Thus we can conclude that so+ eOpO. It follows that process 1 cannot be prevented from entering its critical region once it has entered its trying region. We are given a finite structure M = (S, It, L) and a formula p of ordinary linear temporal logic over F, G, X, and U. Formally, p is a path formula generated by rules Sl, Pl, P2, P3 in the previous section (so that it contains no path quantifiers A or E). Then determine for each state in S, whether there is a fullpath satisfying p starting at s, and, if so, label s with Ep.
Remarks.
(1) Note that the [19] algorithm can be trivially modified to do this.
(2) This definition of LMCP may not, at first glance, correspond to how one thinks it should be formulated because most proponents of linear time logic observe the convention that linear time formula p is true of a structure (representing a concurrent program) iff it is true of all paths in the structure. Please note, however, that p is true of all paths in the structure iff Ap holds at all states of the structure. Since Ap = ~E-rp, by solving our formulation LMCP and then scanning all states to check whether Ap holds, we get a solution to the 'alternative' formulation.
(3) Also, observe that FSP may be viewed as a special case of LMCP, and FMCP as a special case of BMCP.
Despite the superficially plausible intuition that handling, e.g., nested, alternating path quantifiers would make BMCP more difficult than LMCP, that is not the case.
Definition 6.1. Let 3 denote the set of nonnegative real numbers. An n-ary function f: 9" + 9 is superadditive in its ith argument provided that f(x, , . . . , Xi-l, a + b, xi+19**., xn)3f(x1,..*,xi-l, a, xi+l,...,Xn)+f(x*,...,xi--l, 6, xi+*,***,xn) for all a, b E 9. f is superadditive iff it is superadditive in all of its arguments. Remark. Intuitively, superadditivity of a complexity function requires that it takes at least as long as to solve a large problem as it takes to solve both of two subproblems obtained by decomposing the original problem. Observe that any sum of positive coefficient polynomials or exponential functions is superadditive. Proof. The key point is that we can actually use LMCA to evaluate Ep for an arbitrary path formula p, in particular for one which contains nested path quantifiers. To model check an arbitrary CTL* state formula PO, we simply model check on each subformula by recursive descent based on the inductive definition of CTL* state formulae using LMCA as a subroutine to evaluate Ep formulae:
(1) If p. is an atomic proposition P, then there is nothing to do since the structure is already labelled correctly with the propositions true in each state.
(2) If PO is a conjunction p A q of two state formulae p, q, then recursively model check for each of p and q; then add p. to the label of each state whose label contains both p and q. We claim that if LMCA is of time complexity bounded by superadditive functions f(lMI, Ipol), then the recursive descent algorithm BMCA is of complexity O(f(lMI, (~~1)). (In particular, the BMCP algorithm for CTL* resulting from the [ 191 algorithm for LMCP for ordinary linear temporal logic is of the same order of complexity.)
To establish this claim, first note that since f is superadditive in both arguments, we have that ci . m~n~f(m,n)forsomec,~O.Inparticular,c,~m~f(m,1).Also note that (with appropriate data structures) we can install a formula in the label of a state in constant time c2, for some c2> 0. Hence, e.g., installing the -up formula in the label of each state already determined not to satisfy p can be done in time scz-IMI. Take c=(c,+c,)/c,+l.
Observe that c2.1M(~((c,+cZ)/c,).c,.IMI~
C~fwfl, 1).
We will analyze the complexity of BMCA by charging the costs to two disjoint accounts. Let f"(lMI, Ipol) be the cost of manipulating and installing the labels of the auxiliary propositions, and let f'( (MI, I p,l) be the cost exclusive of manipulating these propositions. Since there are only 0( I p,l) auxiliary propositions, f"( I MI, ( pal) = 004 * IPOD s c3 -_f(llMI, Ipol) for some constant c3> 0. 
0
Remark. The technique of introducing auxiliary propositions as above in order to reduce the depth of nesting of modal operators appears to go back at least to [12] . It was previously used to reduce the depth of nesting of path quantifiers for CTL* in [5] and [ll] . We use it here so that we can reduce BMCP to our exact original formulation of LMCP. Note that the key idea of the algorithm, however, is really not the introduction of auxiliary propositions, but simply evaluation by recursive descent. In an actual implementation, for example, there is no need to use the auxiliary propositions, since the Ep subformulae could themselves be viewed as 'atomic'. I.e., the labels of a state could be implemented using bit vectors or pointers for linked lists. These could refer to an Ep formula, indeed any state formula, as easily as to an atomic proposition.
It is also easy to see that this reduction will work for any linear temporal formalism (with any linear time operators, e.g., until operator, interval operators, precedence operators etc.) and its corresponding full branching temporal logic. Formally, let L be a linear time logic generated by a set of rules, PRULES. Then the corresponding full branching time logic for L is defined to be the set of state formulae generated by Sl, S2, S3, Pl, and PRULES. We thus have the following general theorem: Theorem 6.5. Given any model checking algorithm LMCA for any system of linear time logic there is a model checking algorithm BMCA of the same order of complexity (in both the structure and formula size) for the corresponding full branching time logic which trivially subsumes the linear time logic in expressive power.
Model checking for generalized fair computation tree logic
In most cases, the formalism of FCTL should provide ample generality because we typically reason about behaviors of concurrent systems under a single fairness assumption over the entire system. In some applications, however, we might wish 
Finite automata on infinite strings
There is an extensive literature for finite automata on infinite strings, and the reader is referred to [22, 20, 32, 33, 35, 38 , 111 for detailed discussions. In order to present our results regarding testing emptiness, we content outselves with a brief review of the following definitions:
A finite automaton Sp on injinite strings consists of a tuple (Z, S, 6, sO) where 2 is the finite input alphabet, S the finite set of states, S : S x 2 + PowerSet( S) the transition function, and S,,E S the start state, plus an acceptance condition as described subsequently. A run r of d on infinite input string x = a,a2a3 . . . is an infinite sequence r = s0s,s2s3 . . . of states such that Vi 30 S(Si, ai+,) z {s~+~}. We let In r denote the set of states in S that appear infinitely often along r. For a Buchi automaton acceptance is defined in terms of a distinguished set of states, GREEN: x is accepted iff there exists a run r on x such that In rnGREEN#@.
Acceptance GREEN,) , . . . , (RED,', GREEN,J), we let the underlying set of atomic propositions for M be {P-REDI, P-GREEN,, . . . , P-RED,_ P-GREENk}. Then let P-REDi appear in L(s) for exactly those s E REDi and similarly for P-GREENi, So there is an accepting run of Sp on some input iff there is a path starting at sO in M meeting the fairness constraint @,-,. Thus, emptiness of d may be tested by running the FSP algorithm with input M and @-,, and then checking to see ifs,, is fair with respect to @,, . Similarly, for a complemented pairs automaton with acceptance condition ((RED,, GREEN,), .;. , (REDk, GREENk)), the corresponding fairness condition is l\i.tl:k7 (FP-GREENi ~~P-REDi).
And for a Buchi automaton with acceptance condition GREEN, the fairness condition is simply ?P-GREEN. We can also handle a designated subsets automaton with acceptance condition 9={S,,..., Sk} where each Si = { si, , si2, . . . , sin,}. We let the underlying atomic propositions be P-S,, P-sil, P-Siz, . . . , P-Sini, i E [ 1: k], where P-S, appears in L(s) for exactly those s E Si and each,J$ apEears only in ZJs,). mzn the corresponding fairness specification Go = Vi ( FP-si, A FP-si2 A * * * A FP-s,, A GP-Si). In each disjunct the "F formulae ensure that Si c In r while the g formula ensures that In r s Si.
We leave it to the reader to check that each of these fairness specifications corresponding to an automaton acceptance condition can be succinctly massaged into the canonical form thereby showing that emptiness for any of these acceptance conditions can be tested in (small) polynomial time.
Conclusion
We have shown that model checking under fairness assumptions can be handled readily in the framework of branching time. In particular, we have presented a unified approach for efficient model checking under a broad class of generalized fairness constraints in a branching time temporal logic. Our method applies to any type of fairness expressed in the canonical form Q0 = Vy=, r\i"r;, (&, v ?qV) . Since almost all 'practical' types of fairness from the literature, including the fundamental notions of impartiality, weak fairness, and strong fairness, can be succinctly written in our canonical form, our approach is potentially of wide applicability. Moreover, our branching time approach can easily be adapted to handle types of fairness (such as fair reachability of a predicate) which cannot even be expressed in a linear temporal logic.
We then showed that the problem of model checking in a branching time logic can be efficiently reduced to the problem of model checking in a linear temporal logic: given a model checking algorithm for a system of linear time logic (in particular, for the usual system of linear time logic over F, G, X, and U), there is a model checking algorithm of the same order of complexity (in both the structure and formula size) for the corresponding full branching time logic which trivially subsumes the linear time logic in expressive power (in particular, for the system of fulZ branching time logic CTL* in which the basic modalities are of the form: A or E followed by an unrestricted formula of linear time logic over F, G, X, and U). Thus, the real issue involved for model checking is not whether to use branching time or linear time, but simply: what are the basic modalities of my branching time logic? I.e., what linear time formulae can follow the path quantifiers? (Remark: In a basic modality of a branching time logic, the linear time formula following the path quantifier is a 'pure' linear time formula involving no nested path quantifiers.) The results of [34] show that when an arbitrary combination (i.e., allowing boolean connectives and nesting) of linear time operators is allowed, the model checking problem is PSPACE-complete. And, as we should expect, for the algorithm of [ 191 it is indeed the linear formula (following the implicit path quantifier) which causes the exponential blowup in the complexity of model checking for linear time logic (and for CTL*). At the other extreme, as we might expect, [S] shows that model checking is easy for the simple modalities of CTL where only a single linear time operator is allowed to follow a path quantifier. When we consider modalities of intermediate structural complexity, the results of [34] show that model checking is NP-hard even for linear time logic over just F and G. It is quite surprising, however, to note that, while [34] shows that even for the simple modality E[FP, A * * * A FP,] the modal checking problem is NP-hard& for the apparently closely related modalities E&i A. . *AFFP,] and E[~P,A---A GP,] model checking can be done in linear time. (The first modality is related to the second because FP means 'there exists at least one state satisfying P' while ?P means 'there exist infinitely many states satisfying P'; the first modality is related to the third because EP is equivalent to FGP.) Thus, the infinitary operators "F and G used in describing fairness properties, which are often thought of as causing all sorts of problems with discontinuities, non-definability in first-order arithmetic, etc. (cf. [7, 14] ), czn actu$ly simplify the problem of model checking. In trying to account for why F and G seem easier to handle than expected one notices that these modalities satisfy the property of being oblivious to the addition to or deletion of finite prefixes of paths (Observation 4.1). Indeed, this property was used in an essential way in our polynomial time model checkers FCTL and GFCTL. One is therefore tempted to attribute the nice behavior of these modalities to theaoblivizusness property. However, one notices that any boolean combinations of F and G enjoys this obliviousness, and we ha:e alzady exhibited (Theorem 4.7) a very simple boolean combination (A y=, (Gpi v Gqi)) which is NP-complete.
It thus appears that the relationship between the structural complexity of the basic modalities and the computational complexity of the associated model checking problem is a rather suble one. We encourage additional research to enhance our understanding of this issue. We will show that M, zt @, by shzwing t&at &pk v &qk holds on z for every k E [ 1, n]. If &tpk holds zn z, then Glp, v Glq, als, holds,on z. Hence, we only have to siow that when G-I~~ does not hold on z, Glp, v Glq, still holds on z. Because G-I~, does not hold on z, there must be some state u in z such that pk E L(u). Note that L(s) = L(r) =0. Hence u is uiii for some ie [l, n] . By the construction of the labeling function L, we conclude that iii, = xk. By the construction of z, Fiji is true, i.e., the assignment d assigns true to xk. Hence ixk is false un$er &. Fus, if ug E z, then iii # ixk so qk g L(q) by the definition of L. Hence Glp, v Glqk holds on z for any kE [l, n] . We conclude that QJ,, holds on z.
[If part]: Assume that there is a path z in M starting from s such that @,, holds on z. Let z' be a suffix of z starting from state s such that /\ y=, (Gip, v Glq,) holds on z'. Note that either pk or qk does not appear on the label of any state on z'. Consider the truth assignment SB : xk + {T, F} as follows: It is quite easy to check that Sp assigns a unique value to each xk. Furthermore, the assignment caused by any L( u,) will guarantee that Ci is true under the assignment &. Hence g is satisfiable. This completes our proof. Cl
